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Areal Coverage Using Friction Surfacing  

Peter Lambrineas, Visitor, and Peter Jewsbury, Visitor, Defence Science and Technology Organization, Australia

ABSTRACT

Areal coatings of 304 and 316 marine grade stainless steel were made on flat mild steel substrates using a low-pressure friction surfacing technique and various deposition configurations. The maximum through-thickness tensile bond strength obtained for such coatings was 890 MPa (1.3 x 10^5 psi). Gaps and/or cracks between strips of deposited material were not eliminated completely during the manufacture of these coatings. Consequently, the overlay coatings described in this paper which were made using a range of overlapping and non-overlapping deposition configurations, are primarily suitable for applications in non-corrosive environments.

INTRODUCTION

Friction surfacing is a variation of a friction joining technique which Neelands[1] first patented by Klopstock and Neelands[1] in 1941. During the 1980's this technique experienced a resurgence of interest[2,3,4,5,6 and 7]. In friction surfacing a metallic bar is rotated and forced axially against a metallic substrate (Figure 1a). The heat generated by the bar rubbing against the substrate causes the end of the bar to soften and plasticise (Figure 1b). The substrate is traversed across the end of the bar transferring a strip of the bar material onto the substrate (Figure 1c).

The width, thickness and quality of the adhesive bond between the deposited strip of material and the substrate are dependent on the process parameters and the materials used[7]. Typically for deposits made at low frictional pressures[7 and 8] the width of the deposited material is 60-90% of the original bar diameter and the deposit can be 1-3 mm (0.04 - 0.12 in) thick. Results from through thickness tensile tests indicate that bond strengths approaching the ultimate yield strength of the deposited material can be achieved by optimization of the process conditions[4].

Areal coverage of a substrate can be achieved by the deposition of several adjacent strips of the consumable bar material. For many applications such as protection of components from abrasion

![Figure 1: Schematic representation of friction surfacing process.](image-url)
damage it may not matter if there are small gaps between these overlay strips. However for other applications where the integrity of the overlay is important it is necessary to avoid such voids.

Using a low-pressure friction surfacing technique developed at the Materials Research Laboratory (MRL) we have looked at two methods of areal coverage, one which attempts to reduce/avoid such gaps and one that does not. Emphasis in this investigation was placed on methods which required minimal surface preparation during the overlay coating procedure. Such methods are clearly advantageous in industrial applications of friction surfacing as they reduce both the total cost and process time required. Single and multiple coatings of marine grade 304 and 316 stainless steel, laid in various configurations, were produced and the through thickness tensile bond strengths were determined.

MARITIME/NAVAL APPLICATIONS OF FRICTION SURFACING

It is envisioned that friction surfacing will have applications in the five general areas listed below. Note however that additional research and development is required before some of these applications become commercially viable.

Reclamation. Components which can be reclaimed using friction surfacing include camshafts, crankshafts and propeller shafts used in a maritime environment. FRICTECH, a British company offers such services on a commercial basis. Cost savings can be realised by a combination of increased component lifetimes and reduced inventories. In addition, using other developments, it may be possible to refurbish propeller shafts in situ, thus reducing significantly the time required in dry dock facilities during a major refit. This would be particularly applicable to submarine refits.

Hardfacing. This capability has been demonstrated by the deposition of a hard tool steel onto aluminium substrates. This procedure has many uses such as the production of dual hardness armour. An example of its primary use on wear surfaces could be to build up shafts at journal sites to provide a wear resistant deposit.

Corrosion. Corrosion protection could be achieved at reduced cost by using the friction surfacing techniques to bond an expensive corrosion resistant steel surface layer onto a cheaper steel substrate. This approach is well suited for components used in marine environments. In particular friction surfacing may be a competitor for chromium plating of marine components in situations where size, shape or hydrogen embrittlement is a problem.

Joining. Metal plates could be joined during manufacture using a friction surfacing technique. As the processes involved in friction surfacing are solid state rather than fusion the metal plates do not need to be pre-heated as in many welding operations. The heat affected zone due to the friction surfacing procedure is small and therefore the previous heat treatment of the component is only minimally affected.

Repair. Minor damage to steel plates could be repaired in the field using portable friction surfacing equipment. Cracks can be sealed and strength provided to a steel plate by friction surfacing an overlay deposit along the crack. Alternatively, hole repair and crack patching could be achieved by placing a metal section over the hole/crack and then depositing an overlay coating between the plate and the metal section. Friction surfacing does not require the use of bottled gases as in welding and is therefore not limited by the availability of such gases. Preliminary research indicates that friction surfacing will work under water[7]. Consequently it is particularly suitable for maritime/naval applications including submarine field repairs.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Friction Surfacing Equipment

A schematic representation of the equipment used for low-pressure friction surfacing is shown in Figure 2. A pneumatic ram and substrate holder were added to a standard Heidenreich and Harbeck VDF research lathe. The maximum axial load permissible with the standard lathe headstock bearing system is 4.9kN. Additional details can be found in Jenkins and Doyle.

The substrate holder was attached to the cross feed mechanism of the lathe as shown in Figure 2. During the deposition process a free sliding metal plate with an attached teflon sheet, located at the rear of the substrate holder, permitted the load from the pneumatic ram to be applied colinearly with the rotation axis of the consumable bar as the cross feed mechanism was used to translate the substrate. Metal plates with maximum dimensions of 300mm x 140mm x 20mm (12" x 5.5" x 0.8") were attached to the substrate holder using two bolts.
Sample Preparation

Consumables were made from 19mm (3/4") diameter 304 and 316 stainless steel bar. The bars were cut into 105mm (4") lengths and a 45mm (1.8") long, 19mm (3/4") BSW thread was cut into one end of each consumable. The consumables were screwed into a holder which was designed to be clamped in the lathe chuck.

Substrates were prepared in two sizes from 10mm (0.4") thick bright mild steel plate. These comprised of 230mm x 75mm (9" x 3") and 140mm x 140mm (5½" x 5½") sections which were milled to a surface roughness which ranged between a centre line average of 0.7µm and 1.5µm. Consumables and substrates were cleaned with ethanol immediately before use.

Experimental procedure

All deposits were made at room temperature and pressure in an ambient air environment. Prior to commencing the surfacing process the desired axial load was obtained by adjustment of the pressure relief valve on the pneumatic ram while the consumable and substrate were stationary and in contact. With the consumable and substrate separated the lathe was brought to the required rotational speed. Subsequently the pneumatic ram was engaged at the preset load forcing the substrate into contact with the rotating consumable. A dwell time between 5 and 7 seconds was sufficient for the region near the end of the consumable to platicise and glow white hot. At this time the cross feed mechanism of the lathe was engaged and the substrate was translated across the face of the rotating consumable leaving behind a strip of consumable material deposited on the substrate. When the deposited strip was of the desired length, the pneumatic ram was disengaged which also withdrew the substrate from contact with the consumable.

The process conditions required to produce 304 and 316 stainless steel deposits of uniform width at the lowest possible frictional pressure are listed in Table I. Deposits were made with the substrate normal inclined at several angles 0, 5, 10, and 15° to the consumable rotation axis (see Figure 3). Those deposits made with n = 0 were
found to have a cross sectional shape which resembled a wedge. It was expected that by overlapping such wedge shape strips a full areal coverage could be built up without guarding against poor cohesion between the different deposits.

Transverse cross sections were prepared from 304 and 316 deposits for optical micrographs. These were polished using standard metallographical techniques and were etched with a 2% nital solution.

**Through-Thickness Tensile Test**

Through-thickness bond strength is defined as the tensile adhesive stress required to separate a deposit from the substrate.

The through-thickness tensile test specimens used in this investigation to evaluate the bond strength were made by friction welding a stud, of same material, to the surface of the deposited coating (see Figure 4a). A good bond was obtained between the friction welded stud and the deposit by grinding smooth the surface of the deposit at the position where the stud was to be attached. A segment of the substrate containing the friction welded stud was cut from the remaining substrate. Material was then removed from the stud, deposit and substrate by machining (see Figure 4b). The through-thickness tensile test specimen had a gauge length of 15mm and a gauge diameter of 5mm. The specimens were loaded to failure in an Amsler universal testing machine and the maximum load recorded.

**RESULTS**

The deposition control parameters were selected in order to obtain the lowest axial load which produced uniform deposits at an inclination angle \( \theta = 0^\circ \). These conditions for 304 and 316 stainless steel are listed in Table I.

A cross sectional view of 304 stainless steel deposited on a mild steel substrate at \( \theta \) angles of 5, 10, and 15° is shown in Figure 5. Note that the depth of the heat affected zones beneath each deposit is approximately equivalent to the maximum thickness of the deposit.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4. Manufacture of through-thickness tensile test specimens. 

a) Attachment of a friction welded stud to a deposit material bonded to a substrate by friction surfacing. 

b) Remove of stud, deposit and substrate material by machining to produce tensile test specimens.
Table I. Friction surfacing process conditions for uniform deposits at a frictional pressure of 10.6 MPa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclination Angle</th>
<th>Consumable Rotation (rpm)</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Cross-Feed Translation (rpm)</th>
<th>304</th>
<th>316</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>Average Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Width (mm)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>Maximum Wedge thickness (mm)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Width (mm)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°</td>
<td>Maximum Wedge thickness (mm)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>- I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Width (mm)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>- I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15°</td>
<td>Maximum Wedge thickness (mm)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>- I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Width (mm)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>- I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Cross sectional view of 304 stainless steel deposits made at angles of 5°, 10° and 15°. Note the heat affected zone extending from the apex of each wedge-like deposit.

Figure 6. Deposits of 316 stainless steel made at angles of 5° (top) and 10° (bottom). Note non uniform width of deposits.

Figure 7. Series of overlapping 304 stainless steel deposits made at an inclination angle of 15°.

a) Plan view of overlapping deposits which were started from left hand edge of figure. Apex of each wedgelike deposit is closest to bottom of figure.

b) Transverse cross section through a position near the start of the coating shown in Figure 7a. Note the overlap of each heat affected zone located below individual deposits.

Measurements for the thickness and widths of 316 stainless steel deposits made at angles 0° are not given in Table I. These deposits (typical examples shown in Figure 6) were not considered sufficiently uniform to be useful for area coverage.
The 304 stainless steel coatings at an inclination angle $\theta = 15^\circ$ produced the most uniform of the $\theta = 0$ deposits listed in Table I. An example of overlapping 304 deposits made with an angle of inclination of $\theta = 15^\circ$ is shown in Figure 7a. In Figure 7a all deposits were started from the left hand end of the substrate and the thin part of the wedge for each deposit is closest to the bottom of the figure. A cross section made near the start of these overlapping deposits is shown in Figure 7b. The extent of the overlap between deposits shown in Figure 7b ranged from 20% to 65%. However overlaps of up to 80% were obtained for some samples (see also part of the first deposit strip in Figure 7a).

Figure 8.
Multiple overlay coating of 304 stainless steel made at an $\theta$ angle of $15^\circ$.

a) Four overlapping deposits are partially covered by a second series of five overlapping deposits made in a direction orthogonal to the original coating direction.
b) Cross sectional view of the sample shown in Figure 8a, taken in a plane which bisected the two orthogonal traverse directions.

In Figure 8a can be seen a multiple overlay coating of 304 stainless steel deposited with an inclination angle of $15^\circ$. The first coating consisted of a series of four overlapping deposits. This coating was partially covered with the second series of five overlapping deposits which were deposited with a traverse direction orthogonal to the original coating direction. A cross sectional view is shown in Figure 8b of this multiple overlay coating, taken in a plane which bisected the two coating traverse directions of Figure 8a.

A cross sectional view is shown in Figure 9a of a coating produced with an alternative approach for areal coverage of a flat substrate. The coating was made using an inclination angle of $0^\circ$ and depositing strips of 316 stainless steel with a gap of slightly less than the width of one deposit between the strips. A second set of strips of 316 material were deposited in these gaps. This method produced coatings which were much more uniform in thickness than the coatings made at non zero angles of inclination. On completion of such a coating no obvious gaps between the individual deposits were visible at the surface to the naked eye. However, hairline gaps between the deposits can

Figure 9.
Areal coating of 316 stainless steel made at an $\theta$ angle of $15^\circ$.
a) Cross sectional view.
b) Magnified cross sectional view of sample shown in Figure 9a.
Table II. Through-thickness tensile bond strengths near the start of deposits made using the process conditions listed in Table I. Note (-) indicates that the material was not suitable for overlay deposits and (*) indicates that the specimen broke while being machined into a tensile specimen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition Condition</th>
<th>Bond Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>z = 0°, single pass</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z = 15°, single pass</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z = 15°, overlay, dual pass</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z = 15°, overlay, dual pass with grinding</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through-thickness tensile bond strengths were measured near the start of several typical deposits. Representative results for the bond strengths of such 304 and 316 stainless steel deposits near the start of the deposit are listed in Table II.

During the tensile tests all specimens fractured at or across the deposit substrate interface. No specimen failed at the deposit stud interface.

DISCUSSION

An important requirement for many applications is an areal coating which is devoid of gaps or cracks. Many manufactured components operate in hostile environments and if such gaps/cracks exist in a friction surfaced coating then it is likely that the coating may eventually debond/fail through the action of corrosion at these sites. Consequently a number of different equipment configurations, as described in the previous section, were examined in an attempt to reduce or eliminate these potential failure sites.

The equipment configurations can be divided into two categories, one which involves deposition with a zero angle of inclination and the other with a non zero angle of inclination.

Non Zero Angle of Inclination Coatings

An important feature of the friction surfacing process is the disruption of the interface between the consumable bar and the substrate. This disruption may lead to simple mechanical keying of the deposit or, when the conditions lead to the removal of surface contaminants, to full metallurgical bonding.

The standard friction surfacing process can be modified by utilizing a non zero angle of inclination and overlapping the resultant strips of wedgelike deposits. This procedure disrupts simultaneously the consumable to substrate and consumable to (previously layed consumable) strip interfaces, hopefully eliminating hairline gaps between adjacent strips of deposit material.

The angle of inclination for 304 stainless steel used in area coverage deposits was selected after examination of a series of trial deposits made at angles of 5, 10 and 15° (see Figure 5). The width and thickness (at the thickest part of the wedge) of each deposit was uniform. In addition the heat affected zone in the substrate material was located towards the apex of the wedge (see Figure 5) for all deposits. It can be inferred from this characteristic that the adhesion between the deposit and substrate decreases as distance from the apex increases. Therefore if the angle of inclination is increased too much the part of the deposit away from the apex will be become poorly bonded. Note that the thickest regions of each wedge (Figure 5) are not bonded to substrate.

The maximum inclination angle permitted for good bonding is material dependent and probably sensitive to the reactivity of the consumable to atmospheric constituents. Thus it has been found that good deposits of 304 stainless steel can be made at inclinations up to 15°, while an angle as small as 5° produces unsuitable deposits of 316 stainless steel.

It is clear, from Figure 5 and Table I, that the maximum amount of material was deposited on the substrate for an inclination angle of 15°. This bulkier deposit was advantageous since
the sawtooth cross section produced from partially overlaying a series of such deposits (see Figure 7b) could be removed by grinding to produce a flat coating which was 1-2mm thick. Such a procedure also removes the non bonded region of the deposit at the thick end of the wedge. Consequently, all 304 stainless steel coatings were made at an inclination angle of 15°. This bulkier deposit was advantageous since the sawtooth cross section produced by partially overlaying a series of such deposits (see Figure 7b) could be observed where full metallurgical bonding occurs between the adjacent deposit strips. Deposits with an overlap of approximately 80% exhibit consistent metal to metal bonding not only at the deposit to substrate interface but also in the region near the apex of the deposit to deposit interface.

All 304 stainless steel deposits within the range of 20% to 80% overlap were well adhered to the substrate irrespective of whether gaps existed between adjacent deposit strips. Consequently such coatings produced without surface preparation between each deposit are suitable for applications in non corrosive environments. Coatings made by friction surfacing for use in corrosive environments require that the overlap between adjacent deposits is approximately 80% to minimise the formation of-gaps. Alternately if a smaller overlap or additional bond strength is needed the surface of the deposit must be prepared (e.g. by grinding) prior to overlapping additional material.

5.2 Zero Angle of Inclination Coatings

Coatings of 304 and 316 stainless steel made at an angle of 0° (Table II). The bond strength for 304 stainless steel (Table II) increased from 650 MPa (8.1 x 10^5 psi) to 702 MPa (1 x 10^6 psi) as increased from 0 to 15° respectively. This small increase of bond strength provides further evidence that 304 stainless steel is suitable for use in areal coverage applications.

Tensile test specimens made from a 304 stainless steel coating similar to that shown in Figure 7, deposited using an inclination angle of 15° and an 80% overlap between individual strips of material broke at the interface between the overlapping to underlying deposits during machining. However the bond strength increased to 334MPa (Table II) for coatings made by grinding the surface of each deposited strip prior to friction suracing the next overlapping strip of material. All tensile test specimens were made in regions devoid of cracks and gaps. Consequently the through-thickness tensile bond strengths listed in Table II are indicative of the bonds strengths available from coatings which are both uniform and homogenous.

It can be seen from Figure 7b that gaps occur between the overlapping 304 stainless steel deposits. These gaps are observed to be larger and often extend directly to the substrate material between deposits which have only a small degree of overlap. The gaps between deposits with greater than 40-50% overlap are intermittent and regions can
areal coverage using non zero inclination angles while 316 stainless steel is only suitable for deposits made with zero angles of inclination. However these areal deposits are suitable only for applications in non corrosive environments as the cracks/gaps between individual strips of deposited material are not eliminated in the manufacturing process.

Friction surfaced areal coatings for use in corrosive environments require that the surface of each deposited strip of material is prepared by a procedure such as grinding. Such preparation provides a smooth clean surface to which a subsequent deposit adheres without the formation of gaps or cracks which extend through the coating to the substrate surface. This additional surface preparation increases the costs of manufacturing such components.
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